QUESTIONS: REVISION TEST UNITS 1 - 4

Grade 1

40 minutes – 10 marks

Name ____________________________  Class ___________

1. Writing (1 mark)

Copy these words

A. Grandfather __________________________________________

B. Square _______________________________________________

2. Spelling (3 marks) 1 mark each

Use the letters to make a word

A. ___________________________________________________________________________

B. ___________________________________________________________________________

C. ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Put the correct word in each sentence (6 marks)

A. PIO school is ___________  red / green

B. My grandmother is __________  old / young

C. What _________ your name.  is / are

D. There are three __________.  book / books
E. Where _______ my bag? are / is

F. Nice to meet __________. me / you
1. **Writing (1 mark)**

Copy these words

A. Grandfather ________________________________ (½ mark)

B. Square ________________________________ (½ mark)

2. **Spelling (3 marks) 1 mark each**

Use the letters to make a word

A. BLUE

B. PENCIL

C. BROTHER ________________________________

3. **Put the correct word in each sentence (6 marks)**

A. PIO school is **green**

B. My grandmother is **old**

C. What is your name.

D. There are three **books**.

E. Where **is** my bag?

F. Nice to meet **you**.
QUESTIONS: REVISION TEST UNITS 5 - 8 GRADE 1

40 minutes – 10 marks

Name _______________________________ Class ___________

1. Writing (1 mark)

Copy these words

A. Birthday ____________________________________________
B. Thirsty _____________________________________________

2. Spelling (3 marks) 1 mark each

Use the letters to make a word

A. J______________________________
    U M P
    J

B. A______________________________
    I A N M
    L A

C. W______________________________
    R
    A E W E
    H T

3. Put the correct word in each sentence (6 marks)

A. How old _____ you? is / are
B. I am seven _______ old year / years
C. There ____ three dogs. is / are
D. I see one ____________. rabbits / rabbit
E. I _____ English
    now / know

F. What can you _____
    do / does
1. Writing (1 mark)

Copy these words

A. Birthday
B. Thirsty

2. Spelling (3 marks) 1 mark each

Use the letters to make a word

A. U M P J 
   Jump

B. I A N M L A
   Animal

C. R A E W E H T
   Weather

3. Put the correct word in each sentence (6 marks)

A. How old are you?
B. I am seven years old
C. There are three dogs.
D. I see one rabbit.
E. I know English
F. What can you do.
QUESTIONS: END OF YEAR TEST GRADE 1

30 minutes – 10 marks

Name ___________________________ ___________________________  Class ___________

1. Writing (1 mark)

Copy these words

A. Welcome ______________________________

B. Giraffe ______________________________

2. Spelling (3 marks) 1 mark each

Use the letters to make a word

A. W____________________________

B. J____________________________

C. R____________________________

3. Put the correct word in each sentence (6 marks)

A. Hello, How ______ you? is / are

B. Can you wash _______ hands you / your

C. This is _____ book. his / him

D. I want ________ apple. a / an
E. I _____ English now / know

F. I wash _____ hands. me / my
1. **Writing** (1 mark ½ mark each – must be completely correct)
   
   A. Welcome ________________________________
   
   B. Giraffe ________________________________

2. **Spelling** (3 marks) 1 mark each

   Use the letters to make a word

   A. What
   B. Juice
   C. C Rabbit

3. **Put the correct word in each sentence** (6 marks)

   A. Hello, How are you?
   B. Can you wash your hands?
   C. This is his book.
   D. I want an apple.
   E. I know English
   F. I wash my hands.